Autogenous vein graft repair of digital nerve defects in the finger: a retrospective clinical study.
Twenty-two digital nerve repairs were performed in the finger using autogenous vein grafts. Eighty-two percent of the repairs were available for follow-up. Results of sensibility return were assessed using moving two-point discrimination, Semmes-Weinstein monofilaments, and vibratory testing. Two-point discrimination averaged 4.6 mm for 11 acute digital nerve repairs using vein conduits 1 to 3 cm in length. Delayed digital nerve repair with vein conduits yielded poor results. Semmes-Weinstein values demonstrated comparable levels of return of slowly adapting fiber/receptors to the quickly adapting fiber/receptors, as evidenced by moving two-point discrimination tests. Vibratory sensibility was present in all. A review of previous experiences with end-to-end digital neurorrhaphies and digital nerve grafting suggests that repair of 1- to 3-cm gaps in digital nerves with segments of autologous vein grafts appears to give comparable results to nerve grafting. Further laboratory and clinical research is necessary to better define the role of interpositional vein conduits for repair of peripheral nerves.